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From the introduction: “Many of you reading this will be in, or near, a 

grid city or town somewhere in the world. Half of the world’s 
population live in cities, yet cities occupy only two per cent of the 
earth’s surface. We follow ourselves with a bird's eye view making a 
myriad of connections in structured spaces. Our life journey reveals a 
map of traces and glances. We are always coordinated, we record, 
forget, but we are always looking. We gaze outside and observe the 
movement in the grid. We go outside to join the relentless energy. 
What we notice defines who we are.” 

GRID CITIES is an ongoing photographic series that reveals 
abstract connections in structured spaces. The theory and 
history of the architecture in each region is examined and  
photographed, and the concepts encountered are collocated to 
propose a specific visual treatment for each location. Individual 
layers of observation blend together and collapse centuries of 
linear time into one second exposures on one sheet of large 
format film. The images concentrate on façades, the screen of 
urban life that shows its public surface to the outside, yet also 
conceals an inner world and contrasting visual vocabulary of 
private space. With the façade as the screen, and the grid as the 
structure, the meeting point between private existence and 
public exhibition can be explored.

GRID CITIES- Pombaline makes a visual study of the 
architectural and urban responses to the devastating 
earthquake and tsunami of 1755 that struck southern Portugal. 
Sebastião José de Carvalho e Melo, later the Marquês de 
Pombal, supervised the reconstruction of the city of Lisbon and 
Vila real de Santo Antonio on the Algarve. Pombal proposed a 
rational grid design, with earthquake proof, prefabricated 
buildings, and an aesthetic style developed from the Baroque, 
based on philosophical responses that formed the basis for the 
Enlightenment Urbanism of which Lisbon is the first example.
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John Frederick Anderson

Many of you reading this will be in, 
or near, a grid city or town 
somewhere in the world. 
Our life journey reveals a map of 
traces and glances, we follow 
ourselves with a bird's eye view 
making a myriad of connections 
in structured spaces. 
We are always coordinated, we 
record, forget, but we are always 
looking. We gaze outside and 
observe the movement in the 
grid. We go outside to join the 
relentless energy.
What we notice defines who we are.

Muitos dos que estão a ler isto 
estarão numa cidade em grelha, 
ou numa cidade em algum lugar 
do mundo. A nossa jornada de 
vida revela um mapa de traços e 
olhares, nós seguimo-lo com 
uma visão panorâmica fazendo 
uma miríade de ligações em 
espaços estruturados. 
Estamos sempre coordenados. 
Gravamos ou esquecemos, mas 
estamos sempre à procura. 
Olhamos para fora e observamos 
o movimento em grelha. 
Saímos para nos juntar à 
energia implacável.
O que percebemos define quem 
nós somos.

Ligações abstratas em espaços estruturados 

Abstract connections in structured spaces


